ersus Netflix Is chess a sport?
by Sebly Ireland

OpiniOn EditOr

This article was initially intended
as a pro-con debate, but the Editors of the Sports Section, who
are of the opinion that chess is not
a sport, chose not to defend their
side of the argument. Clearly, they
need your help, so please weigh in.
Write a Letter to the Editor to us at
sentry@jacksonprep.net.

People might argue that Hulu’s
commercials are a drag, but I personally don’t mind them. I scroll
through my phone, get work
down, grab a snack, or go to the
bathroom during commercial
breaks, but if they really bothernyou, the upgrade can make them
go away.
For certain shows, Hulu
has the newest episode available
right after it premiers on TV, so
you’re not left hanging on what

happened on the most recent episode of your favorite show.
Both streaming platforms
are terrific for binge-watching,
but Hulu takes the cake in my
opinion, as it has different shows
than Netflix at a better price
point. I still have eight shows
bookmarked that I haven’t even
started watching yet. For those
die hard Netflix subscribers, give
Hulu a try. It won’t do you any
harm, as they have a 30-day free
trial.

The Sentry has published
a number of articles on chess in
its last few issues. During that
time, an argument has arisen over
where those stories should be
published--in the “News and Features” section or in the “Sports”
section. To make the most of this
frivolous staff dispute, I am writing to explain why chess is, in

against each other, was as intense
as any other Cold War era Olympic contest.
Does chess require
physical exertion? Once again,
the answer is yes. While one
may not burn a huge amount of
calories at a casual chess game
with friends, a day of tournament chess can burn thousands
of calories, even at the scholastic
level. An ESPN article stated that
chess grandmasters Magnus Calson and Fabiano Caruana burned
between 6,000 and 7,000 calories
per day during their championship match, roughly three times
what the average person burns in
one day. The 1984 Chess World
Championship ended prematurely when the defending champion,
having lost 22 pounds during the
competition was no longer physically able to continue.
Does chess require training? Of course it does. Here at
Prep we have a chess class and

he Editor: Trade war

Hannah Grace Biggs’s excellent October 18 piece on the US-China trade
e specific example of how this issue is affecting my industry specifjob is to sell book translation rights to foreign territories, which we
-agents who live and work in those territories and can negotiate for us
r ability to sell rights to certain territories relies heavily on geopolitical

ntly contacted us to let us know that the trade war has now directly
China, publishers must request the International Standard Book Numernment; a book cannot be published without this number. No pubSBN for US titles since June. This is not an official or explicitly-stated
but their silence is a tactic intended to dissuade publishers from
We’re seeing fewer and slower deals for US titles, longer publication
deals.
ificant collateral damage of the trade war, but as a publishing profesost closely. Our industry relies heavily on translation deals, and US
of the Chinese publishing landscape. Losing that translation territory
authors. It is our hope that this setback will only be temporary, but in
rossed and we will take things as they come.”

in

the Editor: MS flag

n that Mississippi should change its state flag. There is absolutely no
round white supremacy all you want, but that isn’t at all what the flag
or of the Mississippians who died in the Civil War. It is in honor of
t history] can be awful at times. Should someone really want the flag
. Less than 20 years ago a referendum was held as to whether or not
y-four percent of citizens voted to keep that flag as it is. In short, I don’t
ng changed, but if it is to be done, then it should go through a popular
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fact, a sport and why chess articles belong in the Sports Section.
What is a sport, and how
does chess stack up to sporting
parameters? Well, “sport” can
roughly be defined as a competitive activity involving physical
exertion, training, and skill in
which an individual or team competes against another or others
for entertainment. Let’s break
that down point by point.
Is chess a competitive activity?
This is an obvious yes, even on a
casual level. Every activity and
lunch period, dozens of students
pour into Dr. Smith’s classroom
to play and win. This competitive
spirit is even more profound at
the highest levels of play. Storied
rivalries between two chess international grandmasters are every
bit as dramatic as those in football, soccer, or any other sport.
The match between Bobby Fischer and Boris Spatsky pitted Cold
War rivals, the US and USSR

club to train better players. At
the highest level, grandmasters
train for over twelve hours a day
in preparation for a tournament.
Players study their opponents
and develop strategies and plans
to beat them, not unlike when the
football team watches film.
And lastly, does chess
require skill? It certainly does.
More skilled chess players are
better than those with less skill.
Skill level is what separates
grandmasters, the professional stars of the chess world, from
“E-class” players who have only
just learned the rules.
Chess may not involve
moving hundred pound chess
pieces across a “chess pitch”, but
that doesn’t make it any less a
sport; I hope this article was able
to reveal more about chess to you.
In the meantime, look for our future chess articles in the “Sports”
section of the paper . . . where
they belong.

on this controversial subject. I can’t agree with you. There is an old
the Mississippi flag was originally intended to represent is irrelevant.
d its adoption 125 years ago have been superseded by more recent
ears, the Confederate Stars and Bars has become a symbol of pro-segres and no longer represents our state’s values.
of our state’s electorate that wasn’t even alive in 2001 when the flag
asn’t. Even so, we don’t live in a direct democracy. Mississippi has a reeason. It’s our job to elect people to represent us and our values when
s whenever a controversial vote comes up.
Although you and I disagree, we want and need opposing views so that
of difficult issues.

warrant an editor response. Responses are added at the discretion of
Sophomore Lampton Moore stops to think. Photo by Selby Ireland

